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Executive Summary 

Renewably produced hydrogen offers a solution for mobility via fuel cell electric vehicles 

without emissions during driving. However, the hydrogen supply chain, from hydrogen pro-

duction to the fueling station – incorporating seasonal storage and transport – varies in eco-

nomic and environmental aspects depending on the technology used, as well as individual 

conditions, such as the distance between production and demand. Previous studies have 

focused on the economic aspects of varying technologies and elaborated application areas of 

each technology, while environmental issues were not specifically considered. To address 

this shortcoming, this paper presents a life cycle assessment of three supply chain architec-

tures: (a) liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHCs hereinafter) for transport and storage; as 

well as (b) compressed hydrogen storage in salt caverns, together with pipelines; and (c) 

pressurized gas truck transport. The results of this study show that the pipeline solution has 

the least environmental impact with respect to most of the impact categories for all ana-

lyzed cases. Only for short distances, i.e., 100 km, is truck transport better in a few impact 

categories. When considering truck transport scenarios, LOHCs have higher environmental 

impacts than pressurized gas in seven out of 14 impact categories. Nevertheless, for longer 

distances, the difference is decreasing. The seasonal storage of hydrogen has almost no en-

vironmental influence, independent of the impact category, transport distance or hydrogen 

demand. In particular, strong scaling effects underlie the good performance of pipeline net-

works. 
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